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Chapter One

Introduction

1.1 A Realizable Dream

In an ancient chinese legend, about 5000 years ago, a goddess invented

the use of natural materials to make textile for the benefit of her people. Until

100 years ago, people were still able only to use natural materials, such as cot-

ton, silk and wool to produce filaments, fabrics and clothings. Since the begin-

ning of this century, scientists and engineers started to make man-made fibers,

first from regenerated cellulose, then from synthetic polymer consisting of

chemical raw materials derived from oils and coal. Since then, some scientists

have devoted themselves to exploiting and developing various polymeric fibers

whose properties are superior to other materials, and they have an earnest

desire to produce polymer fibers as strong as steel. Indeed, by means of

theoretical calculations, it has long been recognized that the theoretical tensile

modulus of a polymer chain should approach the modulus of steel. But until a

decade ago, these theoretical approaches were considered unlikely to be

achieved because all known polymers had moduli about two orders of magni-
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tude lower. The explanation for the low modulus is that polymer chains fold

and assume a random entangled and twisted configuration which has a lower

load bearing capacity. Consequently, many scientists pointed out that the

greatest strength would result from a structure of highly oriented, extended

and densely packed chains. Now this dream has come true. Some polymers,

for example Kevlar, PBZT and poly (p-phenylene benzobisoxazole) (PBO)

have been processed into fibers which exhibit moduli greater than 200 GPa.

Strong motivation for the further exploration of high performance fibers

comes from advanced industry. The aerospace business seeks polymer fibers

with advantages of strength, stiffness, thermal stability, weather-resistance,

weight-savings and economy. The high specific strength and modulus of such

fibers have opened a new area for material science and engineering. Further-

more, a variety of other special features, such as radar-invisibility and

mission-adaptive shapes, enhance their position as a class of materials with

commercial importance [1-4].

Polymer researchers have pursued the problem of producing high-

performance polymer fibers with well-aligned extended and closely packed

chains by two basic approaches: (1) physically processing conventional flexible
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chain polymers in such a way that a permanent deformation of the internal

structure may occur; and (2) chemically designing rigid rod-like polymers by

synthesizing polymers containing aromatic rings in the main backbone[1,5-10].

In this chapter we review the work and results of many others.

1.1.1 Extended Chain Flexible Polymer Fibers

Owing to the low rigidity, flexible-chain polymers are normally spun by

freezing or spinning from nematic melts at high rates of shear, and superhigh

drawing in solid states in order to produce strong fibers. Two typical examples

are gel-spinning and solid-state extrusion of the flexible chain polymers[I,10].

Pennings first developed the gel spinning of very high molecular weight

(HMW) polyethylene (PE)[11]. The spinning and ultra-drawing of the

HMWPE crystallized gel lead to the ultimate high modulus fiber. Now several

commercial products are used in textile and composites. However, a limita-

tion for usage is the low melting point of PE[1 "'].

Porter et al. have reported making extraordinary fibers by the solid state

extrusion of many polymers[13]. A bulk polymer in the solid state is squeezed

through a die under very high pressure to form fibers. Very high draw ratios
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(up to 250 times) have been achieved. This produces extremely efficient

conversion of the lamellar crystals into fibrillar crystals, with a measure of

crystallinity of 96% in fibers and a modulus, 220 GPa. Unfortunately, it

appears rather difficult to commercialize at present.

1.1.2 Liquid Crystalline Polymer Fibers

The fundamental principles which determine the tenacity, modulus and

some other mechanical properties of fibers are as follows[1,10]:

(1) mechanical properties, especially the tensile strength, are determined by

the intramolecular forces of chemical bonds in the main chains of macro-

molecules and by the forces of various intermolecular interactions, such as

hydrogen bonds, dispersion forces and Van der Waals forces;

(2) orientation of macromolecules is an essential factor in the fiber failure

mechanism;

(3) extension of the macromolecules can make the ultimate strong fibers.

Based on these ideas, polymer scientists have synthesized a series of

para-oriented aromatic polyamids possessing inherently rigid molecular chains
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in an extended conformation. Such systems under certain conditions of con-

centration, solvent, molecular weight and temperature can form liquid crystal-

line solution to be wet- or dry-wet-spun to obtain high performance

fibers[1,10,14,15]. The typical example, Kevlar fibers, poly (para phenylene

terephthalamide) (p-PTA) (Fig. 1), a new generation of aramid fibers, exhibits

high strength (3.5GPa), high modulus (130GPa) and high temperature resis-

tance (Tab.1).

Encouraged by the success of Kevlar, polymer researchers at the Air

Force Materials Laboratory, have been exploring the aromatic hetero cyclic

polymers for high temperature applications[l]. These polymers, PBZT and

PBO, exhibit even better thermal stability and environmental resistance, and

offer double the modulus, higher strength and similar compressive properties,

compared with Kevlar (Tab. 1 and Fig. 2). Furthermore, they have a poten-

tially better properties, because of their comparatively high theoretical

moduli. Although another commercial high performance fiber, carbon fiber,

has a very high tensile modulus and strength, it is quite brittle which would

limit its usage in many respects. It also has high electrical conductivity which

influences its use too.
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A notable research effort on PBZT system sponsored by the U. S. Air

Force (Ordered Polymer Research Program) has achieved great success. The

principal objective of their research work is, comparable to current commer-

cial fibers, to develop new materials and possessing methodes.

1.2 The Molecular composition and Process of PBZT Fibers

In order to obtain high performance products, the PBZT precusor for

spinning fibers must have a high molecular weight. The synthesis of the form-

ing monomer of PBZT, 2,5-diamino-1,4-benzene dithiol dihydrochloride

(DABDT), is divided into four steps[16-33]:

(1) p-phenylenebisthiourea (BTU) preparation;

(2) 2,6-daminobenzobisthiazole (DABBT) preparation;

(3) DABBT recrystallization; and

(4) DABDT preparation.

Then DABDT is dehydrochlorinated in the medium of PPA and P 2 0 5 .

After adding in terephthalic acid (TPA) and P 20 5 , the polymerization begins

while stirring for 48 hrs. At last the products consisting of 83% P2 0 5 and
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15% PBZT are obtained. The chemical reaction is shown in Fig. 3.

Normally the molecular weight (Ma) of PBZT products is about 10,000.

The compounds of the PBZT system are only soluble in strong acids such

as methane sulfonic acid (MSA), chlorosulfonic acid (CSA) and poly (phos-

phoric acid) (PPA). Two types of spinning dopes, PBZT/MSA and

PBZT/PPA systems, are commonly chosen to form either an anisotropic or a

unoriented nematic spinning solution. The dopes are prepared by dissolving

about 5-10% PBZT polymers into the above strong acids. The dry-jet-wet

spinning method is selected to make fibers, as shown in Fig. 4. The coagula-

tion bath contains H2 0. Heat treatment for small-scale production is accom-

plished by drawing through an oven.

1.3 Properties of PBZT Fibers

1.3.1 Tensile Properties

As indicated above, PBZT system fibers have outstanding tensile

behavior. For the as-spun fibers, the modulus is about 100 GPa and strength

1 GPa; for heat-treated (HT) fibers the modulus reaches as high as 300 GPa
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and strength around 2.6 GPa[1,5,15]. These values are much better than most

of the commercial high performance fibers, which clearly shows the potential

advantages of PBZT system fibers in composites for use in aerospace. The

stress-strain (S-S) characteristics of PBZT are shown in Tab.1 and Figs. 5 and

6.

The earlier work disclosed that the tensile S-S curve of PBZT as-spun

fibers exhibits elastic-plasti: behavior with strain hardening. A high modululs

is exhibited in the initial linear region followed by a region of limited plastic

deformation (1-3%) (Fig. 5). Furthermore, the modulus of elasticity increases

with reextension after initial plastic deformation. The relative amount of

increase in modulus of a work hardened fiber with plastic deformation is in

the range of 0-100%, depending on processing and history[15,34-38].

The tensioned heat treatment considerably enhaces the modulus and

strength of PBZT fibers. Different heat treatment temperatures and stresses

would lead to different fibers. Fig. 6 shows several stress-strain curves of the

PBZT film at various temperatures. The S-S curves exhibit a departure from

linear elastic behavior, which was considered to be caused by irregularities

and internal stresses introduced during processing[36]. The plasticizing effect
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of any residual solvent also has to be taken into account[38]. Consequently, it

is very interesting that the research on PBZT fibers by means of the laser-

generated ultrasonic method has disclosed that there is a clear nonlinear elas-

ticity behavior for PBZT fibers, which has a great significance for making

composite materials. The correlation among stress, temperature, modulus and

structure of the PBZT fibers will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.

1.3.2 Compressional Properties

Until now the impressive technical achievment of making polymer fibers

with superior tensile properties must be tempered to some degree by their

relatively modest mechanical performance laterally. This phenomenon could

be attributed to the inherently weak transverse interaction between the poly-

mer chains.

The compressive properties of PBZT fibers are a little worse than Kevlar

(Fig. 7)[15]. But the improved PBZT (680 MPa) is almost the same as Kevlar

(740 MPa)[15,39,40].

Commonly, from the experience of Kevlar, some people think that the

onset of plastic deformation for PBZT fiber system during compression may
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arise from shearing of the moleclar chains and lead subsequently to the forma-

tion of oblique kink bands within the fibers[41-471.

The kink bands on the surface of the PBZT fiber initiate as thin bands

oriented at about 700 to the fiber axis. The arrow C, in Fig. 8, points to an

incipient band[47]. At higher level of compressive strain, the bands propagate

across the fiber diameter and eventually form the thick bulging perpendicular

to deformation bands seen in Figs. 8-111471. These large bands form periodi-

cally along the fiber length. Owing to the shear failure occuring in the most

poorly aligned regions, we may expect that the fibers with high average orien-

tation should have high compressive strengths. However the compressive

strength of PBZT is relatively insensitive to improvement in average axial

orientation by tension-heat-treatment. Therefore, it is unlikely that shear

failure initiates compressive kink band formation in PBZT fiber system. The

residual stress generated by drying PBZT fibers may be the cause of compres-

sive buckling observed in the dried fibers. Regions of a fiber that are under

residual compression will reach critical buckling stress first. Therefore, prema-

ture nucleation of kink bands could occur in such regions.
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Fig.8 Electron micrograph

showing the bended structure

of PBZT[47].

Fig.0 Schematic diagram of

I the fibrillar structure of the

S.2p I ribbonlike fragments obtained

I after peeling and mold sonica-

tion of PBZT fibers[47].

O:F O F
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Fig.10 Bright field (BF) (right) and dark field (DF) (left) images of

a fragment of a PBZT fiber showing the band structure

which appears in DF[471.

Fig.11 BF (left) and DF (right) images of ribbonlike fragments of

a PBZT fiber showing the fibrillar texture of the rib-
bons[471.
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1.3.3 Thermal Properties

As discribed before, heat treatment of PBZT as-spun fiber produces a

highly significant improvement in mechanical and other properties. The HT-

PBZT fibers exhibit outstanding thermal stability, compared to most polymer

fibers, even Kevlar. They do not melt and only decompose in air at tempera-

tures above 7000C, which is much better than Kevlar (decomposion at about

5000C). Of course, these numbers depend upon the duration, the rate of pro-

cessing and the situation of the temperature measurements.

The high dimentional stability of PBZT fibers at elevated temperature is

also an important feature for many engineering applications. The calculated

thermal expansion coefficient for HT-PBZT is approximately

-1.0 X 10-/°C, which is better than that of Kevlar, -3.0 X 10-6/OC[39].

The force-temperature (F-T) behavior of the HT-PBZT fibers is shown

in Fig. 12115]. Apparently, PBZT is superior to Kevlar 49 in heat resistance.

For the effect of temperature on S-S curves, the decreasing rate of the S-S

curve is greater for Kevlar than for PBZT. At 2000C, the HT-PBZT retains

73% of its original strength while Kevlar retains only 60-65%. Fig. 13 is the

temperature dependence of fiber tensile strength[15. Due to the negative
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coefficiant of thermal expansion to the PBZT fiber axis, the properties of the

compsites made of these kinds of fibers wnuld change when they are subjected

to wide variations in temperature. For PBZT fibers, the interesting results in

the relationships of stress, modulus and temperature, which deviate from

linear elasticity, will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

1.3.4 Chemical Resistance

PBZT fibers, due to their highly ordered aromatic structures, are gen-

erally extremely resistant to chemical attack except by strong acids at high

concentrations or elevated temperatures. For example, the as-spun PBZT

fiber, after 200 hours exposure to chloroform, dimethyl acetamide, acetone,

and water, keeps essentially both its modulus and strength unchanged. The

same modulus retention was also observed after 3700 hours exposure in

dimethyl acetamide and water environments with a 67% retention of

strength. This high corrosion resistance is a highly desirable characteristic in

engineering applications[15,39-44].

However, strong acids hurt the fiber mechanical properties. After 200

exposure hours in nitric acid both modulus and tenacity of PBZT fibers
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reduced about 50%, while in sulfic acid the reduction was 80-85%[15,39-44].

1.4 Structure of PBZT Fibers

Obviously the properties of a material depend on its composition and

structure. In the case of the PBZT fiber system we now have considerable

information available. This information will play a role if we are going to

exploit the composition of structure in more detail.

1.4.1 Crystallographic Structure

Studies of wide angle x-ray diffraction (WAXD) and selected area elec-

tron diffraction (SAED) on PBZT fibers have also shown that the linear

molecules align perfectly along the fiber axis direction and possess a very high

degree of axial orientation[30,45-49]. There is no apparent evidence for small

angle two or four point meridional reflection which is traditionally associated

with chain folding in polyamide and polyester fibers. Such an observation sup-

ports further the existance of an extended chain conformation. In the fiber

direction there exists no definite order, namely, no three-dimensional crystal-
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line order has been found. So, it is assumed that PBT is a single phase crystal-

line material, with a monoclinic crystal unit cell structure[50-55]. Different

authors gave different structures:

Roche's model [47],

a = 0.597 nm y = 95.2

b = 0.362 nm p = 1.65 g/cm 3

c = 1.254 nm Z = 1

Odell's model I[461,

a = 0.655 nm = 116.40

b - 0.356 nm p = 1.713 g/cm3

c = 1.235 nm Z = 1

Odell's model II[46],

a=1.196nm -- 100.90

b = 0.356 nm p = 1.713 g/cm 3

c=1.235nm Z=2

Odell's model IH[46],
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a - 1.106 nm -y = 102.10

b = 0.352 nm

c = 1.251 nm

Fratini's model[56],

a = 1.223 nm y- 106.30

b = 0.365 nm

c = 1.251 nim

Heat-treatment would greatly improve the regularity of the crystal struc-

ture of PBZT and lead to denser and more perfect crystals. Fig. 14 is the

suggested packing arrangement of PBZT molecules and basal projection of

the crystal unit cell[15].

1.4.2 Longitudinal Organisation and Lateral Order

The longitudinal section of PBZT fibers does not exhibit a distinctive

periodic organization, as we discussed before, but there is an ordered crystal-

line material, crystallite, throughout the fiber, which is composed of

microfibrils and fibrils. The small crystallites are regularly disoriented
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throughout the fragment of fibrils. From dark-field electron microscope obser-

vations, the strongest diffracting crystallites are elongated in shape with their

average length being about 5 times larger than their width, which ranges from

approximately 60 to 80 A. Owing to - being close to a right angle, the ratio

of L100 /L 010 was used to evaluate the cross-section of an average PBZT "crys-

tallite", where L is the lateral coherence size calculated from WAXS. The

cross-section is approximately rectangular with a ratio of side lengths of

roughly 1:1.5. Fibers with different history would have different sizes of

supermolecular structures. An estimation of the number of molecular chains

comprising the lateral coherence size is as follows: for as-spun fibers, the

average is about 20 chains, and for HT fibers (treated above 6000 C), the aver-

age is about 400 chains. The local extent of the lateral molecular order (based

on (100) crystal profile) is roughly 2 nm for as-spun fibers, roughly 8 nm for

HT fibers treated at 45000 and 10 to 12 nm for HT fibers treated at

6000C[36,42-481.

By means of electron microscopy, thinner ribbonlike fibrils are observ-

able. Each of these flat ribbons appears to consist of smaller "microfibrils" of

lateral dimension varying from 50-80 A, as described before(Figs. 15 and 16).

These ribbons exhibit a wavy texture, each microfibril changing its direction
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in relation to its neighbors. According to Roche's observation, the crystalite

size is around 40 X 150 A or below. The long direction of the crystallites

makes a slight angle (10 - 200) with the fiber direction, similar to that made

by the microfibrils[36].

It could be concluded now that in PBZT fibers, there are textured

ordered ribbons, fibrils present all along the length of fibers, with neighboring

crystallites in approximately the same orientation within a band. A schematic

diagram of the texture of these kinked ribbons is proposed in Figs. 8-11[47].

The ribbon is built up of closely packed microfibrils. Each microfibril consists

of a succession of narrow crystallites embedded in a somewhat less ordered

matrix. The bands also reflect the susceptibility of the fibrils to transverse

kinking or buckling (Fig. 17)[421.

Furthermore, because of the translational freedom allowed by the

absence of hydrogen bonding and the finite lengths of a PBZT moiecule or a

fibril in a PBZT fiber, tensile stresses in the fibrils are transferred through

shear interactions which are directly dependent on the nature of the inter-

molecular forces. Therefore the lateral or shear stresses present in fibrillar and

microfibrillar boundaries are important in determining fracture. Owing to the
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Fig.15 Comparison of surface undulations and interior fibrillar

alignments in (a) as-spun, and (b) tension heat treated

PBZT fibers[36J.
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Fig.16 SEM micrograph of a partially peeled PBZT fibersj47J.
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preferred orientation influencing the shear stress, the tensile properties would

be sensitive to the preferred orientation of molecules. The tension used dur-

ing the heat treatment also influences the fiber orintation. The applied tension

during heat treatment results in an increase in overall molecular orientation,

which leads to higher tensile modulus and tenacity. So the tension heat-

treatment increases both the longitudinal and lateral orders, namely the

overall axial molecular orientation and the extent as well as perfection of

lateral molecular order[15,40-421.

For as-spun fibers, the existance of a wavy or wrinkled fibrillar morphol-

ogy of varying severity (Figs. 15 & 17) indicates that the longitudinal struc-

ture is an initial non-uniform fibrillar organization. Then, tension heat-

treatment makes the structure be highly oriented in the fiber direction with a

more uniform fiber appearance. Hence, the tension heat-treatment perfects

not only the molecular organization, but the overall fibrillar

morphology[15,40-42,48].

1.4.3 Microvoids
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One of the important characteristics of PBZT fibers, similar to many

other wet-spun fibers, is the exhibition of a diffuse, continuous distribution of

intensities of Small Angle X-ray Scattering (SAXS). This diffuse scattering is

caused by the presence of microvoids generally 10 nm or less in size. By

means of electron microscopy, it is observed that void "tails" extend from the

central region of a macrovoid (Fig. 18)[421. The void extends in length the dis-

tance of a few fiber diameters but with a narrower cross-section. The average

concentration of voids is between 2 and 5 voids per mm. Such a feature has

an adverse effect on the potential mechanical properties. Because these voids

can occupy about 10-15% of the load bearing cross-section of the fiber, the

observed values of modulus are crudely 91-99% of the void free fiber modulus.

The presence of voids will, however, have a slightly greater effect on the

observed value of tensile strength. It is expected that during a tensile test, the

failure would be initiated in the fiber segment possessing the largest microvoid

because of the effective reduction in loading bearing area and the stress con-

centration. The measured fiber strengths are roughly 85-00% of a void free

fiber strength. Examination of fracture ends of tensile tested PBZT fibers

reveals that the failures are in fact initiated at voids (Fig. 18). The elliptically

shaped region in the picture shows that the macrovoids region is the location
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at which the fracture occurs[15,39,57-621.

Since the scattered intensity of HT fiber bundles is greater than that of

as-spun fiber with similar thickness, this indicates that fibrillation increases

the number of voids. However the improved lateral packing in the HT-fiber

results in fewer large microvoids, that is, the fibrils fill in some of the larger

voids[15,57-62].

The fibrillar morphology and elongated axial shape of the voids indicate

that the voids do not act as strong stress concentrators in the manner nor-

mally associated with holes and cracks. The fibrillar structure itself would

serve to cause crack defects provided the interfibrillar forces are less than

one-fifth of the axial fibril cohesion. So, although the voids will tend to reduce

the potential lateral and longitudinal strengths, the effective reduction in

cross-section area resulting from the presence of microvoids will have a rela-

tively small effect on the tensile properties compared with the existance of the

long macrocracks lying at small angles to fiber axis. Propagation of these cen-

tral cracks should facililtate fracture over extensive lengths to the weak outer

layers of the fiber.

From above review, it is evident that PBZT system has excellent tensile
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mechanical properties, significantly high thermal stability and great environ-

mental resistance. Hence, since shortly after the first preparation of PBZT in

1977, the system has become a leading candidate for the development of high

performance fibers.



Chapter Two

Basic Concept of Anisotropic Elastic Behavior

of Crystalline Polymers

2.1 Introduction

Unlike traditional materials of construction, the mechanical properties of

polymers: (1) are strongly dependent upon processing history, (2) may undergo

dramatic changes at various temperatures, and (3) are sensitive to the dura-

tion of an applied load. Such variability in the mechanical properties is util-

ized and interpreted from three different points of view[63-85].

Structural engineers are primarily interested in using characteristic

mechanical property data to predict load-deformation response, and time-

temperature stability. In this use, a polymeric material is viewed as a homo-

geneous macroscopic continuum and the well-known techniques of elasticity

theory are used to predict performance. This approach treats the observed

mechanical properties as the fundamental material descriptors. Consequently,

the sensitivity of the mechanical properties to processing history presents a

major problem to the practitioners of this approach(651.
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On the other hand, material engineers, who do not view such variability

in properties as a problem that detracts from the serviceability of polymeric

materials, tend to emphasize the potential for tailoring polymeric materials to

specific applications. In order to understand the necessity for exercising pro-

perties control, the polymeric material is treated as a heterogeneous mixture

of microscopically distinct components. Each microscopic phase component is

considered as a homogeneous and generally anisotropic continuum. In this

view, the mechanical properties of the individual phase components assume

the role of the fundamental material descriptors. Accordingly. a knowledge of

(1) the properties of each phase, (2) the mechanism of phase coupling and (3)

the internal distributions of the load-deformation field is sufficient, in princi-

ple, to predict the macroscopic properties. Since the phase properties are fre-

quently inaccessible to direct evaluation, they are treated as adjustible param-

eters in models based on mechanical analogs. The practitioners of this idea

tend to treat the properties of the phase components as invariant with repect

to processing and attempt to establish empirical correlations between the

observed mechanical properties and processing conditions through the

influences of changes in spatial organization of the phase components[65].
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At the submicroscopic level, materials scientists direct attention to relat-

ing chemical composition, molecular structure and supermolecular organiza-

tion to the behavior of the microscopic phase components. At this level of

abstraction, the phase properties are described in terms of intra- and inter-

molecular force fields. The characteristic parameters of the molecular struc-

tures and the force fields assumed the role of the fundamental meterials

descriptors[65].

It is obvious that a synthesis of all three approaches is essential to the

understanding and optimum utilization of polymeric materials. The molecu-

lar approach offers the potential for relating molecular composition and struc-

ture to the phase properties, and hence serves as the link between the chemis-

try and physics of materials. The microscopic approach provides techniques

for relating phase properties to bulk properties and thereby provides the con-

nection between the molecular theory of matter and the engineering applica-

tions. The macroscopic approach contains the means of relating materials

properties to performances. Collectively these approaches provide a methodol-

ogy for developing guidelines to design of molecular systems for optimum

materials performance [65].
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2.2 General Considration

Before proceeding with the details of the macroscopic, microscopic and

molecular approaches, it would be useful to summerize briefly the basic

notions underlying the description of the mechanical behavior of materials.

The ability of a material to transfer force to deformation (and vice versa) is

the principal descriptor used to characterize the mechanical behavior of

materials.

The most general linear relationship between stress and strain is obtained

by assuming that each of the components of stress tensor a is linearly related

to all the components of strain tensor c and vice versa. Thus

oax = acx + beyy + Cezz + dixz + " (2-1)

and

fxx = aTo + bayy + cazz + d&xz + " (2-2)

where x,y,z are Cartesian coordinate axes, a,b,...,a,b',..., are constants. This is

the so-called generalized Hooke's law.

In tensor notation the second-rank tesor Ojj is related to the second-rank

strain tensor fij by fourth-rank tensors CijkJ and SijkI. Thus

j = Cijkl Eki (2-3)
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or equivalently

Cii = Sijki Oki (2-4)

where ojj -- O 'yy, Cy, ..., etc.

The fourth-rank tensor Sijkl and Cijkl contain the compliance and

stiffness constants respectively, with i, j, k, I taking values 1, 2, 3 and the

stresses and strains in terms of x, y, z.

It is customary to adopt an abbreviated nomenclature in which the gen-

eralized Hooke's law relates the six independent components of stress to the

six independent components of the engineering strains. Thus

O'p = Cpq fq (2-5)

and

EP = Spq O'q (2-6)

where ap represents axx, Ojy, 06, an , ojy,9 O'y, and ep represents EXX, fyy, ez,

e)Z, eyz, exy. In the matrices of Cpq and Spq, p and q take values 1, 2, ..., 6. In

the case of the stiffness constants the values of p and q are obtained in terms

of 1, j, k, I by substituting 1 for 11, 2 for 22, 3 for 33, 4 for 23, 5 for 13 and 6

for 12. For the compliance constants rather more complicated rules apply

owing to the occurance of the factor-2 difference between the definition of the
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tensor shear strain components and the definition of engineering shear strains.

Thus

Sijkl = Spq when p and q are 1, 2 or 3,

2Sijkl = Spq when either p or q are 4, 5 or 6, (2-7)

4Sijkj = Spq when both p and q are 4, 5 or 6.

The existance of a strain-energy function provides the relationships

(pq = Cqp (2-8)

and

Spq = Sqp (2-9)

and reduces the number of independent constants from 36 to 21. Thus

c11 c12 c13 c14 c15 c16
c12 C22 C2 C24 c25 c28

c13 c23 c33 c34 c35 c36 (2-10)
C14 C24 C34 C44 C45 C46

c15 C25 C35 C45 c55 C56
CIO C26 C35 C46 C56 C6

The S matrix is similar to the C matrix. These matrices define the rela-

tionships between stress and strain in a general elastic solid, whose properties

vary with direction, i. e. an anisotropic elastic solid.

Since the material has not been modified by the choice of coordinate

axes, the stiffnesses Cijkl (or compliances) under new reference axes must be
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related to the stiffnesses Cijkl. It has been demonstrated that the apparent

descriptors Cfijkl referenced with respect to an arbitrary orthogonal axes sys-

tem (a1, a 2, a3 ) are related to the Cijkl referenced with respect to a base

orthogonal axes system (a, a2, 5. By the transformation

3 3 3 3
Clijki = E , E 4'°ki (11j O"ps WqtCklpq (2-11)

k-i 1-1 p-1 q-I

where the w,,q are the elements of the rotation matrix associated with the

coordinate transformation. The components wA could be identified as the

direction cosine between a,, and 'a,. It is convenient to express the w'*s in

terms of three Eulerian angles in order to emphasize the fact that only three

of the nine components wR are independent[65].

The Eulerian angles are defined as the three successive angles of rotation.

The sequence will be started by rotating the initial system of axes x, y, z, by

an angle 0 counterclockwise about the z axis, and the resultant coordinate sys-

tem will be labelled the 77 axes. In the second stage the intermediate axes,

r/1 , are rotated about the axis counterclockwise by an angle 0 to produce

another intermediate set, the ' ri 2 axes. Finally the e i' axes are rotated

counterclockwise by an angle b about the e axis to produce the desired x' y' z'

system of axes. Fig. 19 illustrates the various stages of the sequence. The
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Eulerian angles 8, €, 4' thus completely specify the orientation of x', y', z' as

the three needed generalized coordinates[66-68.

The elements of the rotation matrix corresponding to successive rotation

of , , and ?P are defined:

W=xo U- WZ

COYX C,-Y wr o(2-12)

where

S---- cos4coso - cossinoino wy = cos!sinO + cos~cossin) c-zisn~in

¢Oy= --sin4coso - cos~inocoso cy = --sin~sino + cos~cosocosip uyz = costsin9

oZ, = sinoino wzy = --sin~coso wz = cosO

These general relationships are the basis for the analysis of the anisotro-

pic elastic properties. The macroscopic approach applies these relationships to

the bulk material; the microscopic approach utilizes these relationships to

describe the response of each phase and attempts to construct the bulk

response; the molecular approach attempts to predict the fundamental materi-

als descriptors Cijkl for each phase component from a knowledge of the inter-

and intramolecular force field.
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Fig.19 The rtations defi in tEliananetoj
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2.3 Different Approaches

2.3.1 Macroscopic Approach

The macroscopic approach is directed toward the practical issue of

describing and predicting the extent to which structural components will

deform in response to an applied load, or alternately, the resistance of a struc-

ture to deformation. From practical characterization consideration, it is usu-

ally easier to control the application of a load rather than to prescribe a pure

deformation. Hence it is useful to express strain as a function of stress. From

the generalized Hooke's law

f= S a (2-13)

where array S is a 6 X 6 symmetric matrix whose elements Spq (Spq) are com-

pliance constants.

Traditionally, material response has been characterized by engineering

"constants" rather than by the elements of the elastic constants or compliance

array. Young's modulus E is used to describe the ability of a material to

transfer a pure extensional strain into a pure extension stress; Poisson's ratio v

is used to indicate the extent to which the lateral dimensions of a body change
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in response to a pure extensional (or compressional) strain, and finally, the

shear modulus G is used to describe the ability of a material to transfer a

pure shear stress. For anisotropic materials, the engineering constants are

reported for each unique material direction[65].

Practically, the loading (or deformation) directions are not coincident

with the unique axes. The material response in any arbitrary direction can be

predicted through the transformation matrix by Eulerian angles, as described

before. In other words, the engineering constants (D, G1j, u-j) experimentally

determined for loads (or deformation) along the material axis can be used to

compute Sij's, and the response with respect to various angles may also be

determined from these relationships.

2.3.2 Microscopic Approach

The microscopic aproach to the analysis of mechanical properties takes

cognizance of the heterogeneous nature of materials. Heterogeneity in polymer

fibers may be the natural consequence of fibrillar or crystal morphologies

developed under various processing conditions. The microscopic approach

treats each phase component of a heterogeneous system as a homogeneous
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continuum whose properties are specified; i. e., the properties of the phase

component are assigned the role of the fundamental material descriptors.

Although the macroscopic approach makes use of the techniques of analysis

reviewed above, the internal stress-strain fields of a heterogeneous system are

locally influenced by[65-71]:

(i) the relative magnitudes of the phase properties,

(ii) the size, shape and relative orientation of the phase regions,

(iii) the packing geometries of the phase regions,

(iv) the connection between the phase regions.

In order to achieve tractability, simplifying assumptions concerning the

internal stress-strain fields and the phase geometry have been introduced. Two

of the most fundamental models are Voigt (Uniform Strain) and Reuss (Uni-

form Stress) for two-phase materials:

Voigt: CiU =V-- <Cij>, +V, <Cij>, (2-14)

Reuss: Sij - V, <S >, + V# < Sij >f (2-15)

where V, and V# are volume fractions of phases ce and 3, and

ir r r/2

<C >- f f n,(0, C,,( 0,fV)) sin d d6dV (2-16)
0 0 0

ir ir Yr/2

<Sjj >'Y f-f f n,( 0,, V) Sj( 0, , V ), sinO dO do dV' (2-17)
0 0 0
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where n is an orientation density function. Fig. 20 shows the aggregate model

(a) for uniform stress; (b) for uniform strain[64].

Several other models have been proposed to give results intermediate

between the extremes of the Voigt and Reuss models. Models based on uni-

form stress or uniform strain fields can not be strictly correct. The interfacial

forces are not in equilibrium for constant strain; interfacial discontinuities

must exist for constant stress. Nonetheless, these models do provide useful

guidelines at a minimum of computational effort. They may be readily

extended to multiphase (n>2) systems[64,65].

2.3.3 Molecular Approach

The molecular approach is different from both methods decribed above.

It abandons the continuum view and adopts an atomistic view which has the

potential for associating specific mechanical behavior with chemical groups.

For polymer materials, this approach may be associated with the coordination

of motions of various segments of the molecule as the geometrical rearrange-

ments due to external actions.
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The link between the molecular view and the continuum view may be

readily established by coupling the mechanistic foundation of the continuum

approach with the structure-energy relation of the molecular aproach. The

general basis for this characterization may be loosely categorized in terms of

two extreme organizational models; the ideal gas-like organization and the

ideal crystal-like organization. The former model reflects the characteristics of

a disordered system in which the random nature of the structure dominates

the behavior. Alternatively, the ideal crystal-like model emphasizes the

characteristics of perfectly ordered systems. The ability to specify precise

locations emphasizes the symmetry of the systems and promotes the utiliza-

tion of the mathematical tools of crystallography in the analysis of these well-

ordered models. Changes in the intra- and intermolecular energies associated

with the mutual interactions of specific chemical species dominate the

behavior of the system. It is reasonable to expect that these two distinct

theoretical approaches may eventually provide the underlying concepts for a

molecular description of the disordered and ordered phase components of

heterogeneous polymeric materials. But both of them are only the ideal

models. There will still be a distance between the models and practical situa-

tions[051.
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The PBZT fibers are composed of rod-like rigid molecules. Hence, in the

molecular approach they are close to the ideal crystal-like organizations. It is

our task to combine all three methods for exploring the relationship between

the structure and properties of PBZT high-performance fibers. Emphasis

would be given to the microscopic approach, since this approach provides the

crucial connection between the macroscopic area and the molecular mechan-

ism.



Chapter Three

Characterizations and Experimental Methods

To characterize the structure and properties of PBZT high performance

fibers, two main methods were chosen. One was wide angle x-ray diffraction

(WAXD) and the other was laser-generated ultrasound. In addition, transmis-

sion electron microscopy (TEM), scanning electron microscopy (SEM),

differential scanning -alorimetry (DSC), thermogravimetry (TG), density

measurements, etc were used as the auxiliary tools.

3.1 Laser Generated Ultrasonic Method

The measurement of propagation of ultrasonic waves in polymer fibers

discloses the correlations between ultrasonic velocity and the elastic properties

of the materials. Analysis of the results has enabled the principal independent

elastic constants to be derived and to obtain data on the quantitative behavior

of the fibers as a function of the structure[72].
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3.1.1 Basic Principles of Laser Generated Ultrasound

Soon after the development of the pulsed laser in the early 1960s, it was

used to generate stress waves in solids by a very rapid deposition of energy.

Since that early work, there have been a number of reports of the use of

laser-generated ultrasound to analyze bulk solids.

When the laser beam impinges on the solid sample, stress waves (including

ultrasonic waves) are generated by the rapid energy deposition. The deposi-

tion of heat energy in the sample is so rapid that it results in an unbalanced

stress state as the heated material wants to expand but is initially restrained

by its own inertia. This stress gradient then begins to propagate through the

sample. In addition, the intense heat from the laser pulse also results in a very

short duration high pressure, which contributes to stress wave initiation by

acting on the material surface. These are two main reasons which explain the

cause of laser-generated ultrasound qualitatively[64,73-81].

Before proceeding to discuss the principles for a unidirectional fiber, a

brief introduction to the propagation of acoustic waves in anisotropic solids is

given[73]. In an anisotropic material there is no simple relation between the

direction of propagation of a wave and the direction of the particle
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displacement. In other words, in general the waves are not pure longitudinal

or transverse types.

The equation of motion for an anisotropic body may be obtained by sub-

stituting the stress oj from the anisotropic linear stress-strain relation

Oij = Cijkl kl ( i,j,k,l =1,2,3 ) (3-1)

into Newton's law

aij ui(3-2)

to give

P YUj &3 kI (3-3)oau2 &jl

where p is the volume density and ui the displacement vector. Substitution of

the linearized strain-displacement relation

1 ak au'I
EkM - -2, = (--i- + - -

into eqn.(3-3) yields

aui 1 a2 Uk aUl
P t - Cijkl ( x x (3-4)

A unidirectional material is assumed to be transversely isotropic, i.e. iso-

tropic in planes normal to the preferred direction (for a fiber, the fiber
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direction). Because of the symmetry with respect to k and 1, eqation (3-4)

reduces to

oYui o- uI
P a - = jjkI aX)Oxk (3-5)

Supposed that a plane harmonic wave has the form of

u =( Adi ) exp[ i w ( xjsj - t ) ] (3-6)

where A is the amplitude, di the component of a unit vector defining the

direction of the particle displacements, w is the angular frequency and sj the

component of the slowness vector defined as

Sj =_ . (3-7)
v

here nj are the components of a unit vector describing the direction of propa-

gation and v is the phase velocity. Substitution eqn.(3-6) into eqn.(3-5) gives

( Cijk Si S1 - P 4j ) Uk = 0 (3-8)

where 6 k is the Kronecker delta. Eqn.(3-8) is known as Christoffel's equation.

It represents a set of three homogeneous equations of the first degree with u l ,

u2 and u3 as unknowns. For a nontrivial solution the determinant of the

coefficients must be zero,

ICijkl Sj SI-P k = 0 (3-9)

which can also be written in the form
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rik - P v2 k I-0 (3-10)

where rik = Cijkl nj nI is known as the Christoffel stiff matrix. Evaluation of

Eqn.(3-10) leads to a cubic equation in ( v2 ):

(F 1 -p v 2 ) F12  r13
F12  (F 22 - P v2  23 ] (3-11)
F13  r23 (T 3 3 -pV)

where

Fl =c 1 1n2 +csn 2 +c 5 5 n 2 +2c 5 6n 2n 3 -2cl 5 nln3 +2c 18 nln2

F12= c 16 n I + C26n2 + C45 n 3 + ( c 46 + c 25 )n 2 n 3

+ ( C14 + c56 )nln 3 + ( c12 + c6 )nln 2

Here for stiffnesses, we use the abbreviated subscript notation as follows:

1 - xI xI

2- x 2 x2

3- x3 x3

4 - x 2 x3 , x 3 x2

5 - XI X3 , X3 X1

6 - XI X2 , X2 X1

when x3 is chosen as the axis of symmetry in the fiber direction, the five

independent stiffnesses form a matrix of the form:
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C11 C12 C13 0 0 0

C12  C11  C13  0 0 0

C13  C 13  C3 3  0 0 0 (3-12)
o 0 0 44 0 0
0 0 0 0 C4 4  0
0 0 0 0 0 Cr6

where c66 = - (C11 - C1 2 ) and the five independent stiffness constants are

CI 1 , C 1 2 , C1 3 , C3 3 and c 44 .

The three roots of eqn. (3-11) are in general different, giving rise to three

different velocities of propagation. From the properties of Cijkl it follows that

rik is a symmetric and positive definite matrix. That is, rik = ki,

Fikdidk _ 0 for all di. this results in all of the eigenvalues of rik being real

and positive and their corresponding eigenvectors orthogonal. Therefore, for a

given direction of propagation, defined by the vector ni, there will be three

waves with mutually perpendicular displacement vectors, but with different

phase velocities (Fig. 21). In general, these waves will not be pure longitudinal

or pure transverse, but one quasilongitudinal (QL) and the others quasi-

transverse (QT) (Fig. 22). However, for certain special directions of propaga-

tion, which are usually directions of symmetry, one wave is pure longitudinal

and the others pure transverse.

Now we adapt the general analysis to the propagation of plane waves in
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unidirectional fibers. Since the (x2, x 3 ) plane is defined by the fiber direction

and the wave direction, the plane harmonic wave is written as

u = (ul,u 2 ,u3 ) exp[ w W ( S3X3 + s2x 2 - t ) ] (3-13)

where ui are the amplitudes of displacement components. The Christoffel's

equation for these amplitudes may lead to the following set of equations

(c3s3 + c s - P)u 3 + (c44 + c23 )s2 s3u2 = 0 (3-14)

(c 44 + c23 )s2 s3u3 + (c4s4 + 22 2 p)u 2 = 0 (3-15)

(C44 S3 + c6s - p)U1 =0 (3-16)

where p and cij are effective mass density and the effective elastic moduli,

respectively. Eqn.(3-16) represents a pure transverse wave with displacement

vector perpendicular to the plane containing the preferred direction and the

direction of propagation. Since

S3 = cO€ and 82 - s (3-17)
v v

where 4 denotes the angle between the preferred direction and the direction

of propagation, the velocity of propagation will be

C4 4 CoS2 0) + C6 6 sin 2 P3v () (3-18)
P

'Cll - C12
with c66 - Waves in the preferred direction and in any perpen-2

dicular direction have velocities ( -4- )'k and ( -- )', respectively. The
p p
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waves governed by these equations are not purely longitudinal, nor purely

transverse, because the displacement vector is neither in the direction of, nor

perpendicular to the direction of propagation. The velocities of propagation

are obtained by equating to zero the determinant of the coefficients:

(C33 coS24 + C44 sin24 - Pv2 ) ( C4coS2  + C22sin 2o - pv2 ) =

(C44 + C2 3 )2 sin 2 0 cos 2 0 (3-19)

When the wave propagates along the preferred direction or normal to it,

that is, along a symmetry axis of the fibers, equations for both cases are

obtained from Eqns. (3-14), (3-15) and (3-17) by setting 4-=0 and 0=90° ,

respectively. For propagation along the fiber direction (4) = 0),

(33- -p )u3 = 0 (3-20)
v2

and

C:44

S - P )U2 =0 (3-21)

there results a purely longitudinal wave traveling with velocity ( -S- ' and a
p

purely transverse wave with velocity (--- )v. For propagation normal to
p

fiber axis (4 = goo),

(C4 4  _ P )U3 =0 (3-22)

- - ) =0
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and

C22 -P )u2 =0 (3-23)
V2

there results a purely transverse wave with velocity ( - - and a purely
p

longitudinal wave with velocity ( C2-

p

Moseley, Ward and Samuels analyzed three possible situations for the

ultrasonic waves propagating in polymer fibers (Fig. 23)[64,82,831. If the fiber

is assumed to be a single phase system, namely its properties are a function of

the average distribution of the units that make up the system, the sonic velo-

city, c is related to the sonic modulus, E., i.e. elastic modulus measured at

high frequency via the expression

Es ---Pc2 (3-24)

3.1.2 Experimental Method

Single laser pulses of about 15 ns duration and about 20 mJ energy are

produced by a Q-switched ND:YAG laser. The light is aimed directly at the

fiber sample (which comprises a few to a few hundred single filaments) and is

focused into a line near the sample by a simple cylindrical lens with its axis
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perpendicular to that of the fiber (the wavelength used is 532 nm). The fiber

sample hangs vertically and perpendicular to the direction of the beam. Close

to the upper end, a piezoelectric transducer (Acoustic Emission Technology

Co., Model MC500) is clamped. At the other end, a cardboard glued on the

fibers is used to hang various weights. Mirrors to reflect the laser beam are

mounted on a stage which can move up and down (parallel to the axis of the

sample) to change the laser incidence positions on the fibers (Fig. 24). A sam-

pling oscilloscope is triggered by signal from a photodiode placed near the

beam at the lens. The amplified and filtered signal from the transducer is

recorded at a 10 ns sampling period. The travel time is taken as the difference

in the time between the trigger and the arrival of the ultrasonic wave at the

transducer (seen in Fig. 25). The end and temperature effects are reduced by

dividing the difference between two propagation distances by the difference

between the corresponding arrival times for equivalent points on the pulsed

sinusoidal signal. For each pulse these times are recorded for several points

on the signal. The frequency (about 0.5 MHz) of the observed signal is a

function of the characteristics of the pulse, the fiber, the transducer, the elec-

tronics, the stress on the fibers and the temperature. The resonant frequency

of the transducer and attenuation in the fiber are especially important. The
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standard deviation of the measured velocity varies somewhat from sample to

sample, but overall is about 1%. When the ultrasonic wavelength is very large

by comparison with the diameter of the sample fiber, the particle displace-

ment is effectively axial for longitudinal mode. If the attenuation is small,

Young's modulus (E.) is equal to the product of the density (p) and the square

of the velocity (c):

E, = p c2  (3-24)

The oven surrounding the sample (shown in Fig. 24) is composed of silica

materials. Heating-wires were wraped on surface of inner cylinder. The heat-

ing rate can be varied from 4-10°C/min. It also can keep the temperature

constant at the desired temperature. The temperature was calibrated by

means of the voltage of a control-variac and temperature reading from a fine

thermometer. The Maximum temperature used was about 650C. Various

static weights are hung on the lower end of the fiber sample. The maximum

stress put on the HT PBZT fibers was about 2000 MPa.

3.2 X-ray Diffraction Method
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X-ray diffraction is a very useful technique for determination of the mor-

phological structure. WAXS has been of especially vital importance in under-

standing oriented crystalline polymers and has been widely used in measuring

their crystalline parameters. In the x-ray analysis of polymeric materials, the

diffraction data are usually less abundant than in the case of single crystals of

low-molecular-weight substances. (1) The polymer samples are normally com-

posed of many crystallites; (2) the crystalline areas coexist with the disorder

areas; (3) the orientation will influence the measurement, especially for poly-

mer fibers and films. So, several supplemental methods have been developed

to give successful results in determinations of crystal modulus, orientation dis-

tributions, unit cell parameters and other crystalline features[84-94.

3.2.1 Basic Principles of WAXD of Crystalline Polymers

since crystalline polymers are composed of many crystallites, the result-

ing WAXS pattern will be the superposition of the diffraction from each crys-

tallite individually. If all of the crystallites are randomly oriented in the poly-

mer sample, the crystallites which are in the position to reflect the (hko) plane

will give a scattered beam at the same angle with reference to the incident x-
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ray beam. The locus of all directions making that angle with the incident

beam is a cone having the incident beam as its axis, which results in a so-

called Debye-Scherrer ring. Its position on the x-ray diffraction film charac-

terizes the interplanar spacing (d-spacing), which produced the diffraction

according to Bragg's law. Other crystallites in the polymer sample will be in a

position to scatter x-rays from different crystal planes and the sum of all of

the diffracted beams will be the final powder pattern obtained from the sam-

ple.

If the crystallites are not oriented at random but have their crystal axes

oriented around a preferred direction, the Debye-Scherrer ring will not be

complete but instead will take the form of an arc. In polymer fibers, some

crystal axes will have a preferred direction with respect to the axis of the

fibers. At the same time, other crystal axes will have a random orientation in

the plane perpendicular to the fiber axis. This is a so-called uniaxial orienta-

tion situation. Thus, if a diffraction photograph of a crystalline polymer is

taken with the incident x-ray normal to the fiber axis, an oriented rotation

pattern will be obtained. This pattern demonstrates that crystallites have a

preferred orientation with respect to the fiber axis. The more perfect the crys-

tallites orient, the shorter the Debye-Scherrer arcs will be. At the extreme
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they would become sharp spots.

Previous discussion shows that not only can the crystal structure of a

crystalline polymer fiber can be determined by WAXS, but also the orienta-

tion of the crystallites. Furthermore, WAXS is the only practical method to

measure the orientation distribution of the structural units, crystallites[87,88].

In addition, through the variation of a peak position (AO), the changes in

d-spacing caused by temperature, stress, etc. could be calculated[84,85]. If we

know the stress applied to the crystals to cause the changes in d-spacing, we

could determine the crystal modulus. From Bragg's law

X = 2 d sinO (3-25)

so

x
d - 2 (3-26)

2 sinG

By differentiation with respect to both sides of the equation

Ad = coso AO (3-27)
2 sinj2G

divided by d, we obtain

Ad = -ctgo AO (3-28)
d

Using the stress vs d-spacing curve, we can extrapolate to zero stress to
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get the d-spacing of the polymer crystal under no stress and from the slope of

the curve we could calculate the crystal modulus.

For the WAXD measurements of the PBZT fibers, a Picker FACS-I sys-

tem was used to characterize crystalline features such as unit cell parameters,

crystal modulus, crystal size and crystallite orientation distributions. The

instrument consists of a PDP 8/I computer which is interfaced to the gonios-

tat (diffractometer), the x-ray tube shutter and the diffracted beam filter

wheels. Each of the four gonistat angles (20, w, , 0) is controlled by the com-

puter programming[84,85].

3.2.2 X-ray Modulus Measurements

The measurements were made on the Picker FACS-I system with a

filtered Cu Ka radiation from a rotationary anode x-ray tube. Incident and

diffracted beam collimators with a 1.0 mm aperture diameter were used. The

symmetrically variable aperture (SVA) was set at 2X5 (mm).

The sample was positioned to the center-f the radiation. Owing to the

ratio of AO to the fractional change in d being proportional to tano, the high

angle reflection would give the best measure of the ratio of d-spacing variation
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a Mouning pin

b Rotatable base. The beaing is shown b -. - ,

as-.O

c Nylon rotation lock srws d

d Tension screw (motorized) ... .

e Cantilever mount, moved by tension
screw

g Tension arm (strain gauges on upper
and lower surfaces)

h Sample mount hinge (groove and
knife edge pivot)

I Upper sample mount

J Sample mount length adjustment k

screw$

k Fibr sample

I Sampl end piecen

m Adjustment scews to center sample in

the X-ray beam

n Cloniometer head base

o Strain puge bridge leads

Fig.27 Fiber deformation device for x-ray modulus measure-

ments[84J.
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(Ad/d). The (0 0 10) peak (at 20 about 760) was chosen as the reflected peak

(Fig. 26)[841.

As shown in Fig. 27, the force put on the sample was controlled by the

computer. When the tension limits were decided upon, the range between

both limits would be divided into 6 or 7 equal intervals and 20 would be deter-

mined at each selected tension. Starting at the maximum tension, the scans

were made at every second tension value as the tension was decreased. The

elastic modulus in GPa was calculated by a linear least-squares fit of the ten-

sion reading of the strain gauge (in mV) and the d-spacing (in A). The rela-

tion between the linear modulus, Y, in A/mV, was given by

0.0882 d, S p (3-29)

MDf Nf

where d(A) was the average lattice spacing; S(gm/mV) the strain gauge cali-

bration to measure the force put on the sample; p(g/cm3 ), the fiber density

(measured by the pycnometer method); D,, the denier per fiber and NI, the

number of filaments in the sample. The program could calculate the experi-

mental results and print them out automatically. Fig. 28 is the print-out

obtained from the x-ray modulus measurements.
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3.2.3 Determination of Crystallite Orientaion Distribution

The measurements were made on a Picker FACS-I system with filtered

(0.01 inch Ni filter) Cu Ka radiation from a rotationary anode x-ray tube

with HOG monochromator, operated at 50 kV and 50 to 80 mA. Incident and

diffracted beam collimators with 1.0 mm and 1.5 mm apertures, respectively

were used. The SVA was set at 3X3 (mm). The parameters of the analyzer

were chosen as gain at 10, rejection limits were upper 7.0, lower 4.0; pho-

tomultiplier voltage potentiometer was at 4.42 (about 95oV). The (010) crys-

tal peak (20 at about 260) was chosen for the X scan.

A fiber sample about 1mm thick was mounted on a sample holder. The

sample was adjusted to the center of the radiation. Before a X scan, a 20 scan

was examined first to select the correct peak center and the background posi-

tions above and below the peak (±A20). The diffraction intensity was then the

peak count minus the average background count rate. This measurement was

totally controlled by the computer. The X scan for PBZT fibers was carried

out from -170 to +170, with the step of 0.1.(Beyond the range, the first

layer line would be encountered). Figs. 29-31 are the measured crystal orien-

tation distribution curves (i. e. the I vs. X curves) for all three PBZT samples.
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3.2.4 Measurements of 20 Equatorial Scan

The x-ray machine conditions were the same as the orientation measure-

ment but 20 was scanned instead of X scanning. The equatorial 29 scan was

from 70 to 600 with 0.10 step. Figs. 32-4 are the measured equatorial 20 scan-

ning curves (i. e. I vs. 20 curves) for all three PBZT samples.

The collected diffraction intensity data should be corrected and normal-

ized as follows[89,90):

(1) Take the air scatter, Iair(2), away from the collected data 10(20)

1, (20) = 10o(20) -- Iair (20) (3-30)

(2) Calculate the mean incoherent scatter, C, and the mean square atomic

scattering factor,

- Ci
C-- ENi- "(3-31)

i = ENi- " (3-32)

where Cj is the incoherent scatter for atoms of type i, Ni is the number of

atoms of type i in the molecular repeat, and f1 is the atomic scattering factor

given by Lee and Pakes.
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(3) Evaluate the total scatter in terms of AR1

20 2 sIn cos9 d(20)(
AR1 = f ( + C ) (3-35)

20,

where X is the wavelength of the radiation, 0 is the diffraction angle.

(4) Correct polarization

12 (20) = 1(20) 2 (3-36)
( 1 + cos 220)

(5) Correct Lorentz geometric factor

13(20) = 12(20) sin2B (3-37)

(6) We obtain

202 sinG cos9 3-8
AR2- f 13(20) s d(20) (3-38)20, X2

(7) Calculate the normalisation factor

Nf --- AR1 (3-39)

(8) So, the scatter intensity array is

Is(2) = 13(20) Nf - C (3-40)

The above calculations were carried out by a computer program.

Owing to the peak overlapping, the normalized equatorial x-ray

diffraction traces (I(2 0) ) were resolved into the individual peak by an
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optimization method[89,90]. Each crystal peak is considered as a mixed func-

tion of the Gaussian and the Cauchy functions:

ft Gt +( 1- ft ) Ct (3-41)

where ft is a profile parameter which can vary between -1 to ±1; Gt, the

Gaussian function; Ct, the Cauchy,

Gt -At exp --In2 [( x t f} (3-42)

Ct =At/{1+ [ W2x-t (3-43)

where At is the peak height; Wt, the width of the peak at half height; Pt, the

peak center position; x, the diffraction angle (29). The corresponding back-

ground scatter is expressed as a base-line:

a + bx (3-44)

where a and b are constants. The function to be minimized in terms of these

parameters is

n
S i ( I I(norm) i )2 (3-45)

i==l

If the 20 range was from 70 to 350, five peaks were used

(100, 010, 110, 200 and 110); if the 20 was from 35' to 650, eight peaks were

chosen (210, 210, 300, 310, 020, 120, 120 and 310).
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3.2.5 Thermal Wide Angle X-ray Diffraction Measurements

Wide angle x-ray diffraction measurements were also made as a function

of temperature from 1000 to 430°C with a Guinier-Simon camera which has a

radius of 57.3 mm. The x-ray tube voltage was 40 kV and current, 30 mA. Cu

Ka radiation was used with a crystal monochromator and the size of the

aperture was 4 mm. The specimen heating rate was 5.59 0C/hr.

The data obtained from the x-ray diffraction photograph were read into

a computer (Micro VAX) via a rotating autodensitometer with appropriate

corrections for optical density. The data were treated in the same manner as

described above.

3.3 Sampling

Three kinds of PBZT fibers, supplied by the Air Force Materials Lab,

had been spun from nematic polyphosphoric acid solut" -. They were washed

and dried to a final denier of about 1.9. One was as-spun, two were heat-

treated( .,fe-had-beenreate4.at 525 0 C- he..~ba , at 650C) "]

It was necessary to take some precautions in sample preparation. For the
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samples used in the laser generated ultrasonic method, the fibers had to be

long enough that several different incident positions on the fibers could be

chosen and reflections of ultrasound from the ends did not interfere with the

pulse being measured. The filaments in the sample were required to be

straight and unbroken; further they all had to be of equal length between the

generating and detecting positions so that the signals on the various fibers

arrived at the detector in phase. We first tried different numbers of sample

filaments in order to determine how many filaments we should choose. We

tested sample bundles composed of 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10 and hundreds of filaments.

All the results were nearly the same. That is, there was no big difference

among the results for fibers with different numbers of filaments. But, if too

many filaments are used, variations in length would cause the signal to .ravel

different distances on different filaments and result in velocity errors as well as

signal interference. If too few filaments are used, the signal would be too

weak, especially for the as-spun fibers. Therefore, we chose sample bundles

composed of 5-7 filaments.

For the samples used in x-ray orientation measurement, It is even more

important to meet the requirements of straight and unbroken sample

filaments. Since PBZT fibers are highly oriented, filament arrangement
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seriously influences the measurement of X-scan distribution. Therefore, great

care was taken in making the X-scan fiber sample. It is preferable to use a

metal comb (to avoid static-electric charges) to comb the filaments vertically

to guarantee all fibers in the sample being straight and parallel to each other.

In addition, the diameter and thickness of the sample at the radiation position

were kept nearly constant. Otherwise, the X distribution will change.



Chapter Four

Results and Discussion

Some measured data for the as-spun and heat treated PBZT fibers are

listed in Table 2. It is evident that the crystal structure of the HT fibers is

much more perfect than that of as-spun fibers. The unit cell is more dense

and the crystallites are bigger so that it has fewer defects and higher regular-

ity. Because of the tension heat treatment, its orientation is more along the

fiber axis. The differences between the HT-525 and HT-650 fibers are much

less compared with the differences between the as-spun and HT fibers. All

theses features will be reflected in the nonlinear elasticity behavior which we

shall discuss below in detail.

4.1 Nonlinear Stress-Modulus Behavior at Room Temperature

The Young's modulus of the PBZT fibers obtained at room temperature

as a function of static tensile stress is shown in Fig. 35. The results are

immediately reversible within the limits of experimental time and error. It is

apparent that there is nonlinear elasticity for both as-spun and HT PBZT
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fibers. The nonlinear elasticity decreases with increasing initial modulus at no

stress and it is less at high stress than at low stress for the same fiber. It

might be anticipated that an increased alignment of the crystals with respect

to the fiber axis with increasing stress is the main source of the nonlinear elas-

ticity. Then, increased alignment with increasing initial modulus of the fiber

would account for the decreasing nonlinear elasticity. The half-width at half

maximum of the orientation distributions measured as a function of tensile

stresses are shown in Fig. 36. They are in qualitative agreement with this

idea. The fibers which exhibit a greater initial modulus also exhibit a more

perfect alignment and a smaller change of alignment with tensile stress. How-

ever, the change of alignment does not completely explain the change of

modulus either with stress or from one fiber to another. This can be seen in

Fig. 37, in which Young's modulus is plotted vs the half-width of the crystal-

lite orientation distribution for various tensile stresses at room temperature.

The variation of modulus and half-width with stress for each fiber does not

coincide with the variation of modulus and half-width from one fiber to the

next at fixed stress. For the HT PBZT fibers, at the lower stresses, the experi-

mental data fit comparatively well with the line compared to those of as-spun

fibers. This means that for the HT fibers, especially at the lower tensile
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Fig.36 Half-width at half-maximum intensity determined by x-ray

X scans as a function of static tensile stress for the different

fibers. The points are averages of several measurements

taken at room temperature.
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stresses, the crystallite alignment is a dominating factor. However, for the

higher stresses and for the as-spun fibers, there is clearly some other parame-

ter involved. Similar effects are observed for pitch-based carbon fibers[95-981.

4.2 Uniform Stress and Uniform Strain Models

Uniform stress and uniform strain models were used to analyze the

experimental data and to calculate the compliances of PBZT crystals and

fibers.

4.2.1 Uniform Stress and Uniform Strain Assumptions for PBZT

Crystals

For uniform stress, the analysis is straight forward. From the x-ray

modulus measurements, the crystal modulus could be obtained directly for

different samples. Namely, this is the modulus subject to the assumption that

all crystals experience the same stress. For the as-spun sample, it is 344 GPa,

for HT-525, 385 GPa and for HT-650, 393 GPa. Since the regularity, size and

perfection of the PBZT crystals are contineously improved from the as-spun
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samples to the HT650, their moduli are also improving. Various extrapola-

tions of these values vs fiber density, half-width of crystal oreintation distribu-

tion, reciprocal of crystal size and macroscopic modulus were used to obtain

the value for an infinitely large crystal (Figs. 38-41). Their values were 524

GPa, 415 GPa, 402 GPa and 435 GPa, respectively. The average value of 444

GPa was chosen as the value for the perfect crystal of PBZT.

The analysis of the experimental data with the assumption that all crys-

tals experience the same strain (uniform strain) is more complex. In addition

to the value of 1/s22 for the perfect crystal, values of the other crystal con-

stants are also required. For the narrow orientation distributions involved, the

former is most important, but the latter contribute somewhat. Since most

values of the PBZT crystal compliances and stiffnesses are not available, the

published values for poly (p-phenylene benzobisoxazole) (PBO) were used[900.

The PBO and PBZT do not have major structural and property differences.

In view of this and the lesser role of these constants in the calculation, the

approximation is reasonable and should not qualitatively change the conclu-

sions to be drawn.

For the uniform strain assumption, we have
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Em = = "" (4-1)

where subscript m denotes macroscopic and c denotes crystal. If we treat the

fiber as a composite with a distribution of crystal orintations,

Ecm EcE

Em m 0-Ec fa +-E" fb + EL"fc + (4-2)
Em Ec

where Ec is the maximum modulus (along the fiber axis); Ec/B, Ec/C, ..., are

different moduli at different angles with respect to the fiber axis; fa, fb, fc, ... ,

are different area fractions at different angles with respect to the orientation

axis, which are shown in Figs. 42-4 respectively. So, we obtain

Em =Ec (f a + - ' - + - - "'+ (4-3)

B C

For the uniform strain assumption, modulus Ec is

Ec -E a fb (4-4)

namely,

___ 1
Ec - 0M (4-5)cc(fa, f +_6_ + ..

B C

In fact, the term (0m/Ec) is the modulus of the uniform stress model, (i. e. the

previously determined modulus). Thus, from the E - 9 (or E - ce) curve (Figs.

43 and 44) we could get Ec, Ec/B, ..., and furthermore the B, C, ..., and from
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the I - X curve Figs. 42 and 44) we could get fa, fb, .... So, by means Eqn.(4-

5), the Ec for uniform strain assumption can be calculated.

There is one more thing we must consider. Since the elasticity of a single

crystal depends on the direction of applied stress, the effective Young's

modulus E for a given angle between the crystal b axis (which was chosen as

the unique axis) and the tensile axis should be calculated through a series of

matrix calculations. For PBZT crystals, the following steps should be taken:

(1) To obtain the sil

The PBZT unit cell is monoclinic one. Its compliance matrix has 13 constants

if b axis is chosen as the fiber axis[66]:

S11 S12 S13 0 S15 0

S12 S22 S2 3  0 S25 0

S13 S23 S33 0 S35 0

0 0 0 S44 0 S46 (4-6)

S15 S25 S35 0 S55 0

0 0 0 S46 0 s6

(2) To obtain transformation matrix

In order to consider different orientations of the crystal in the stress field, the

rotation matrix should be calculated in terms of Eulerian angles (Eqn. 2-12).

The transformation matrix, N, is
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[N]-

2 2 2WIl 12 13 12 13 13 W 1 lW1112

22 2

212 W22 '23 W2 2 W23  W23W21 W2122

2 2 231W 32 W 33233 3331 "31'32

2w 2 1W3 1  2w 22 W3 2  2w23w 33  W 2 2W3 3 "w2 3W3 2  W21'334w23w31 " 22 W3 1 +W2 1" 32

2w3 1w1 1  2" 3 2w12  2' 3 3 "13  w1 2w3 3 "w13w3 2  ' 13 w3 1+w11 w3 3  Wl"W3 2+W 12W3 1

2w 1 1w2 1  2w12 w22  2w13W23  W1 2 w2 3 4-w13 W2 2  13 w2 1 +' 1 1 2 3  1 1 2 2 "+ 12 2 1

Because

[sl]=[N] [s] [N] (4-8)

where [S' ] is the transformed compliance matrix; [N] is the transposed

matrix of [ N ].

Normally, for a single crystal, three rotations should be taken into

account if we use the Eulerian relation (described at chapter two). Then for a

monoclinic crystal, after rotating around the 2 axis (chosen as the unique

axis), the second rotation around the 1 axis would lead to the same results as

the second rotation around the 3 axis. Therefore, only two rotations should be

considered for a PBZT crystal since it is a monoclinic one. One is a rotation
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about the 2 axis (the unique axis, expressed by angle 4) and the other, rota-

tion about 1 or 3 axis (expressed by angle 9 or a).

For the PBZT single crystal, we obtain

11

S'22 -sin 40 sin4 € Sll + - sin 220 sin 2 0 s 12 + -- sin40 sin 22k s1
3 -

2 2
SM 0si2 inO 1 22+ L i2 0 o1 s23 - - sin 20 sin2O S25

1. 1 2 1.
--sin49 sin24 sin24ki + cos 2 902 + sin290 cos2q$s - sn2 i~~ 2

.4 ~12

+sin40 cos40 s -sin 49 coS20 sin2oss + - sin2O cos 24 s 44

- sin220 sin2O S46 + - sin4 sin2 20s5 s + I sin2 20 sin 20s6 (4-9)
4 4 4

Owing to the fact that € is random under the fiber situation, the E - 9 (i.

e., 1/s22 - 9) relation could be easily obtained when all the € positions are

averaged. Fig. 45 shows at different € the E - 9 relations.

Eventually, we put this E - 9 relation into Eqn.(4-5), and the uniform

strain modulus for the PBZT crystal was determined. We chose 18 fractions

in the E - 9 and I - X curves for the as-spun PBZT fibers and 7 fractions for

the HT fibers. The resulting values of 1/s22 are shown on Fig. 46 together

with the values obtained with the assumption of uniform stress. For unifrom

strain, the value for as-spun fiber samples, E, = 408 GPa; for HT 525 fiber

samples, E, - 425 GPa; for HT 850 fiber samp)es, E, = 430 GPa.
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As to be expected, the value for the uniform strain assumption are

greater than those based on uniform stress. As the orientation improves, the

uniform stress moduli increase faster than the uniform strain moduli, and the

two sets of data approach each other.

4.2.2 Uniform Stress and Uniform Strain Assumptions for PBZT

Fibers

The macroscopic moduli of polycrystalline PBZT fibers were also calcu-

lated in conjunction with the assumptions of uniform stress and uniform

strain. In the Reuss or uniform stress model, a uniform stress is applied to

each crystallite in the direction of the fiber axis. The strain developed in each

crystallite will depend on its orientation. It is assumed that the crystallites are

strongly linked along the fiber axis and the total fiber strain is the sum of the

individual crystallite strains. The compliance of the fiber along the fiber axis,

S22 , the fiber strain per unit stress, depends on the crystalite compliances and

the way in which the crystallites are oriented with respect to the fiber axis.

Owing to

f f f I( X,) sj ( ,, o) sinX dX dOdo

< s 1i > i 0 00 (4-10)

f f f I( y 0, o ) sinx dx dodo
00 0
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Fig.46 Half-width at half-maximum vs. crystal modulus (1/S22)
for the assumptions of uniform stress and uniform strain.
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Since the fiber symmetry assuption is adopted, namely it is assumed that

there is isotropy in a plane perpendicular to the direction of drawing (i. e. the

direction of fiber axis), we obtain

1 I3
S'22  s22 +[S23 + S12 -22 + 2 S4 + S) I +

31 1 S s 5 15

533 + S11 ) + ( S13 -S44 - S12 -S23 + S22 + - - - "- (4-11)

where

2

15 = f I( X) sin5 X dX
0

if

2

13 = f I (x) sin 3X dx (4-12)
0

Ir

2

I1 = f I (X) sinXdX
0

and I ( x) is the orientation distribution function. For the uniform stress

assumption, the modulus E, = 1/S'22.

In the Voigt or uniform strain model the crystallites are assumed to be

interlinked in a manner such that each crystallite is strained by the same

amount. The stress developed in each crystallite depends on its orientation

and the total fiber stress is the sum of the crystallite stresses. It yields C22, the
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fiber stress per unit strain. However, in a static stress-strain experiment only

the components of compliance can be measured directly, thus, the resulting

modulus should be given by E, = 1/S 22. It is necessary to calculate all of the

required Cij and invert the matrix of stiffnesses to yield the corresponding

compliances. Due to the fiber symmetry, (choosing the 2 axis as the axis of

symmetry), the compliance matrix S reduces to

S11 S12 S13  0 0 0

S12 S22 S12 0 0 0

S13 S12 S11 0 0 0

o o 0 S44 0 0 (4-13)

0 0 0 0 S44  0

0 0 0 0 0 S66

where S6 =2 ( SII - S13 ). Through the relation

we obtian

S22 - ( C 1 1 + C13 2 (4-14
C 22 (C1 +C13 )- 2 C122

With the same approach described above, the required stiffnesses C11 , C12 ,

C13 and C22 could be calculated as follows:

C11 -" [ c + c 33 ) +  2 C5s + C13 - C1 2 + C22 - C2 3 - 2 C44 + C66  I5

8 8 4l ( 11
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+ 3 C 13 +- C44 + C6j1

2 C +-C3-+C55 + l"-3 (4-15)

C12 -- l " + + C33 (2 C55 +C13 -C 12 + C22 - -2 C44 + C6

1[ 8 I( 41

+" [l l c1 3 +I 2 3 + C 22 -l 3  - C11 "1"C23 )- ( 44166 1
+ - ( C1 + C3 (4-16)

C 13 i "-["- C " C33 ( + 2 c5 + C 1 3 - C1 2 + C 2 2 -C 2 3 - 2 (C44" +C66 15

+ IC12 + C23 + 155 -3 1 1C +33 3
2 2 4-1,

+1 [ -(CII + C33+ 4ci3 C55 (4-17)

C 2 2 =I 3 L(2c5+C3 C2+C2-C3-2(C4+C6 
1

+ [C2+ c23 - 2( C2 2 - C4 4 - C66)JL3+ C22  (4-18)

The results shown in Figs. 47 and 48 are similar to those in Fig. 35, i. e.

the changes of modulus with stress are similar to the corresponding changes in

Fig. 35. The experimental values are located between the results based on

uniform stress and uniform strain, as is to be expected. However, the calcu-

lated values do not exhibit so great an increase of modulus with stress as does
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Fig.47 Macroscopic Young's modulus calculated with the assump-

tion of uniform stress as a function of applied tensile

stresses.
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Fig.48 Macroscopic Young's Modulus calculated with the assump-

tion of uniform strain as a function of applied tensile

stresses.
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the experimental data. To facilitate this comparison, the three sets of data are

shown in Figs. 49-51 for the three fiber samples. The smaller change of the

calculated modulus compared to the measured modulus is also observed for

pitch-based carbon fibers[98]. Some parameters other than orientation are

involved. Possibly, crystal size and defects (such as dislocations, vacancies,

etc.) play a role. For example, if there is a low temperature (below room

temperature) relaxation and if the strength of that relaxation decreases with

increasing applied tensile stresses, it would contribute to the nonlinear results

of Fig. 35. Such relaxation might involve the motion of dislocations, pointde-

fects, etc., whose populations and locations might affected by the applied

stress, crystal size and regularity, crystal alignment and perfection, ect. Fig.

37 offers some support for this view. Under low stress, the moduli of the heat

treated samples fit the curve better than those for the as-spun sample which

already deviate from the curve. At high stresses, all deviate. For the heat

treated fibers, the crystals are larger, better aligned and have fewer defects

than crystals of as-spun fibers. Thus, their dislocations might move less and

only under higher stress. Under this circumstance, the crystal alignment would

play a more important role.
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Fig.49 Comparison of measured and calculated Young's moduli as
a function of static tensile stresses for the as-spun fibers.
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Fig.51 Comparison of'measured and calculated Young's moduli as

a function of static tensile stresses for the HT-650 fibers.
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4.3 Nonlinear Stress-Modulus Behavior at High Temperature

The effect of temperature on the modulus and structure of PBZT fibers

is also of great interest. Figs. 52-4 show the modulus vs stress at different tem-

peratures. At high temperature, the nonlinear effect is greater than at low

temperature. The data for the as-spun sample are not reversible above 200 C

and will not be considered further. The data for the sample heat treated at

5250C are not reversible above about 36OPC and those for the sample heat

treated at 6500 C are not reversible above about 4800C. (The time scale of the

measurement is a matter of minutes). Our thermo gravimetric (TG) measure-

ments of the three samples show that at about 300-400°C, there is a little loss

in sample weight, which suggests that there is a small amount of residual low

molecular weight materials to volatilize[62] (Figs. 55-7). It also indicates that

there are no major chemical reactions. But above 500°C, the weight change is

gradually apparent. So above this region, the PBZT structure varies by

means of oxidation and/or degradation.

There is a similar phenomenon for stress-modulus curves measured at

different temperatures. The nonlinear elasticity decreases with increasing ten-

sile stress. Figs. 58-9 show the modulus vs temperature for different stresses.
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Fig.52 Young's modulus as a function of static tensile stresses at

different temperatures for the as-spun fibers.
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Fig.54 Young's modulus as a function of static tensile stresses at
different temperatures for the HT-650 fibers.
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With increasing temperature, the modulus drops. Below about 300'C, it

decreases nearly linearly with increasing temperature. For the HT fibers, at

about 300 to 4000 C, there is an inflection with the decrease becoming more

gradual. The WAXD data taken with increasing temperature exhibit a struc-

tural change in the same temperature range. The variations of the a-axis, b-

axis and unit-cell volume also show a slope change at about 300 to 400'C

(Fig. 60). Depending upon the temperature, time and tension of any heating,

both effects appear to be subject to some irreversibility. The diffraction peak

intensity ratio (100/010) (Fig. 61) begins to change markedly in this range.

This is caused primarily by the drop of the peak intensity of (010) diffraction

profile.

Evidently, the modulus variation in the temperature range 300-4000 C is

related to a structural variation. During the laser-generated ultrasonic meas-

urements, it was also qualitatively observed that the attenuation of the ultra-

sonic waves exhibits a peak in the range. This fact suggests that the modulus

effects are not associated only with the change in the basal area of the unit

cell. Very likely there is a coupling of the aplied stress with the molecular

motions involved in the structural change. One possible such motion is a con-

formational oscillation of the molecules. Since the phenyl ring is connected to
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the bisthiazole moiety with a single bond, the phenyl and the bistmazole

groups may rotate around the single bond with respect to one another in a

manner similar to that found in the para-phenylenes[100]. When the tem-

perature is raised to about 300 to 4000C, the thermal energy might be high

enough to promote the oscillations of the phenyl and the bisthiazole. Accord-

ing to the room-temperature unit cell structure (Fig. 62)[15], the setting angle

between the a-axis and the phenyl ring is about 35 deg. and the setting angle

between bisthiazole moiety and a-axis is about -5 deg. Therefore, the oscilla-

tion would reduce the diffraction intensity from the (010) plane more than

that from the (100) plane and the ratio of peak intensities (100/010) would

increase. This is exactly the phenomenon shown in Fig. 61. Since it has been

calculated that the angle between the phenyl and bisthiazole groups is

changed by tensile stress (Fig. 63)[1011, there could be a coupling of the oscil-

lation and the ultrasonic waves leading to a mechanical relaxation contribut-

ing to the attenuation peak and the modulus decrease in this temperature

range. If the initial energy barrier to rotation of the phenyl and bisthiazole

groups is overcome by thermal energy, an average planar molecular conforma-

tion could appear. As soon as conjugation of a planar structure is formed, it

also could contribute to the modulus, and to the delay in modulus decrease
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Fig.63 (a) The rotations of phenyl and bisthiazole moieties around
the single bond connection under tensile stresses; (b) the
variation of the C-C bond (under tension) vs. torsion angle
of PBZT unit. As tension increases, the torsion angle
decreases from about 420 to zero[101].
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conformation could also lead to a change in structure as it does in the para-

phenylenes[100. This would contribute to the cell dimension changes in Fig.

60. Furthermore, the structural variation and the movement of phenyl and

bisthiazole moieties facilitate the evolution of low-molecular-weight substances

which were absorbed by the PBZT molecules. An inflation in the TG curves

at about 300-400'C reflects this point (Figs. 55-7).

Above about 500'C, moduli of the samples decrease quickly. In this

region, as described above, the PBZT's behavior is noticably affected by the

oxidative and degradative processes.
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Chapter Five

Conclusions and Suggestions

PBT fibers exhibit nonlinear elasticity and negative coefficient of thermal

expansion parrallel to the fiber axis. These can result in changes in the proper-

ties of a composite subjected to a wide variation in temperature. The Young's

modulus along the fiber axis direction in a uniaxial lamina can increase rather

than decrease with increasing temperature and the stresses generated in the

composite can lead to yielding. Furthermore, these effects can lead to varia-

tion in the coefficient of thermal expansion in the fiber direction, depending

upon the thermal history.

For the exhibited nonlinear elasticity, increasing orientation of the crys-

tals with increasing tensile stress is a major mechanism, but it is not the sole

mechanism. For example, if there is a (or more) low temperature relaxation(s)

and if its strength decreases with increasing applied tensile stresses, it would

contribute to the nonlinear behavior. All the structure factors such as disloca-

tions, pointdefects, shearing on the hkO crystal planes would be involved in

this mechanism, especially under high stresses or at high temperature.
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The nonlinearity of the PBZT fibers decreases with applied tensile stress

and increases with temperature. In the range of 300 to 400'C, PBZT exhibits

a mechanical relaxation which is associated with a structural change in the

same temperature range. The structural change results from rotational oscilla-

tions of the phenyl and bisthiazole moieties about their single bond connec-

tion.

Although this paper gives a systematic Investigation of the phenomena,

mechanism and their relation with the structure, there are still a number of

interesting areas in this field to be explored. As to the structural relaxation at

about 300 to 400'C, if more research work could be done by means of high

temperature NMR or others, some direct judgements may be obtained. It is

also interesting that perhaps the structural relaxation at a certain temperature

range is a common feature for some high-performance rigid-rod polymers with

structures similar to PBZT. For example, in the curve of sonic compliance vs

temperature (Fig. 64), for PRD 49 fibers ( poly (p-benzamide)) (PBA) with

the structure

-NH -a CO- NH __O CO--NH-

C T C T

PBA
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there is an inflection at the temperature around 550 to 700°K (300 to 4000C)

too[102]. More studies on this kind of polymer should provide more insight to

this question.

As discussed before, in low temperature, there might be one or more

relaxations in PBZT structure. It is interesting and useful to complete the

modulus (E) - temperature (T) diagram from low temperature through room

temperature to high temperature, which would afford more details about the

nonlinear behavior and its relationship with structure.

In addition, according to our WAXD work, it has been found that for

as-spun PBZT fibers, in the 20 equatorial scanning, the 20 position of two

characteristic peaks are higher than those for the heat treated PBZT fibers.

This suggests that the crystal structure of the as-spun PBZT fibers is different

from that of HT fibers. Whether the as-spun fibers retain the same unit cell

structure (monoclinic) with different a, b, c axes the angle, or have a different

cell such as triclinic or orthorhombic is not clear. Another possibility is a sol-

vate structure. The x-ray diffraction spots for the as-spun fiber are so faint

that it is not easy to confirm the unit cell structure. Thus, more work is

needed.
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